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ABSTRACT 
An algebraic approach to the design of different binds of 
discrete wavelet transforma (orthogonal and biorthog- 
onal single-/multiwavelet transforms, multiwavelet-like 
transforma) is taken. The different transfomrs are anaL 
ysed with respect to computational efforts, approzima- 
tion properties and symmetry. The design of the or- 
thogonal and biorthogonal single-/multiwavelets requires 
the solution of a system of linear and nonlinear equa- 
tions. Only the biorthogonal c u e  enables symmetric 
coeficients. The basis mat& of the multiwavelet-like 
transform is easy to compute, orthogonal and ultimately 
symmetric. Modifications of this multiwavelet-like trans- 
form are given with respect t o  practical applications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years wavelet transforms have gained a lot 
of interest in many application fields, e.g. signal pro- 
cessing [4] ,solving differential and integral equations 
[l, 21. Different variations of wavelet bases (orthogonal, 
biorthogonal, multiwavelet, multiwavelet-like) have been 
presented and the design of the corresponding wavelet 
and scaling functions has been adressed. 
The single-wavelet transform is based on one scaling 
function and one wavelet [7]. Any function is decom- 
posed in dilated and translated versions of the seal- 
ing and wavelet functions. Orthogonal single-wavelets 
are not symmetric. Releasing the orthogonality con- 
dition by using different wavelets and scaling functions 
for synthesis and analysis yields symmetric coefficients, 
while perfect reconstruction can be preserved (biorthog- 
onal wavelets) [3]. The methods for designing orthogo- 
nal wavelet bases can be extended to orthogonal multi- 
wavelet bases. Multiwavelet transforms are still based 
on a single scaling function but use several wavelet 
functions. Therefore, a signal is again decomposed in 
dilated and translated versions of the scaling function, 
while the detail information (multiresolution analysis) 
is now represented by dilated and translated versions of 
several wavelet functions. Multiwavelet-like bases are 

based on as many scaling functions as wavelet func- 
tions [I, 2].They are called multiwavelet-like, since the 
wavelets (coefficients) used in the different stages of the 
wavelet transform are different. 
In this paper we will take a purely algebraic point of 
view of all these wavelet transforms in their discrete 
form. The corresponding discrete wavelet transforma- 
tions t = Us ( s  is the signal vector, t is the trans- 
formed signal vector) are described by their transfor- 
mation matrices U as the DFT is described by the 
DFT-matrix. The algebraic design of the wavelet ba- 
sis matrix U requires the solution of a system of lin- 
ear and nonlinear equations in the case of orthogonal 
multiwavelets [d](single wavelets are a special case of 
multiwavelets). For gaining symmetric bases the or- 
thogonality must be released and designing biorthog- 
onal wavelets also leads to a systems of partly non- 
linear equations. It is shown that except for approx- 
imation order p=l  , orthogonal multiwavelets require 
overlapping blocks in the basis matrix U. The proof 
of this property is obtained by considering the QR- 
decomposition of the moment matrix (the moment ma- 
trix reflects the approximation order). This proof di- 
rectly leads to the design of multiwavelet-like bases. 
The design of these multiwavelet-like bases only re- 
quires linear algebra operations (QR-decomposition, 
matrix-matrix-multiplication) [I, 21. In this case the 
basis matrix can be built by non-overlapping orthog- 
onal blocks. Furthermore, although the stages of the 
multiwavelet-lie transform show no symmetry, the rows 
of the final basis matrix U are symmetric. The main 
drawback compared to multiwavelets is, that the multi- 
wavelet-like bases have different stages (different filter 
coefficients in each stage). The stages, however, con- 
verge rapidly to very small differences in their coeffi- 
cients. Therefore, it is usually sufficient for practical 
applications to work with a small set of different stages 
(2 different stages, i.e. 2 sets of filter coefficients were 
used in our examples). 
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2. THE DISCRETE MULTIWAVELET 
TRANSFORM 

The discrete multiwavelet transform is based on one 
scaling function and k - 1 wavelets. For k=2 we have 
the special case of single-wavelets [2, 71. The rows of 
the basis matrix U represent the dilated and translated 
scaling and wavelet functions. U is gained out of a 
matrix W of size kxn, that is decomposed in an upper 
half Wu (one row), that represents the scaling function 
and a lower half WL (k-1 rows), that represents the 
multiwavelets. ,These parts Wu and WL appear in 
the matrices U, of stage j. 

WL 
WL 

U'. = WL 
WU 

WU 

WU 

For the multiwavelet transform the computational com- 
plexity reduces with each stage by the factor k. There- 
fore, the m m  matrix U, of the stage j contains the 
identity matrix and the matrix U;. of size $x$. 

The whole transform matrix U is the product of the 
matrices Uj: U = UlUa. .  . Ul. The structure of an 
orthogonal U for k=3 and n=6 is shown in Fig.1. 
The coefficients of W are computed by solving a non- 
linear system of equations, by decomposing the matrix 
W of size kxn in n/k matrices A, of size kxk. 

W = [AiAa.. . An/k] n / k  E N 
W has to satisfy the property of orthonormality, 

W W T = I  (1) 
what leads to k(k+1)/2 equations. As the multiwavelet 
transform matrix has overlapping blocks, we obtain 
shifted orthogonality conditions. 

i=l 

This leads to another ( n l k  - 1) k' equations. The re- 
maining free parameters are reduced by fulfilling as 
many order equations as possible: 

W C = (  z o T ) ,  (2) 

where the elements of the matrix of vanishing moments 
C are cij = ij-', l s i s n ,  l s j s p  and p is the approxi- 
mation order. Usually an amount of p(k - 1) equations 
are gained by the approximation conditions. 
As wavelets are often implemented with FIR filters, it 
is advantageous to have symmetric coefficients. With 
exception of the single-wavelets of order 1, the so-called 
Haarbasis, the discussed scaling functions and wavelets 
are not symmetric. Using biorthogonal single-wavelets 
enables these symmetric coefficients. A disadvantage 
is, that different filtey have to be used for analysis 
(W) and synthesis (W). The filter coefficients ,that 
are equal to the elements of the rows of W and W, 
have to fulfill the following, partly nonlinear equations. 

The computational efforts increase with the size of W 
rapidly. The trial to generate nonoverlapping multi- 
wavelets with only one block W=A1 in order to get no 
shifted orthogonality conditions fails for block length 
bigger than 2. 

Theorem: Except for k = 2 (Haar wavelet) there is no 
kxk matrix W = [AI], that meets the conditions 
(1) and (2). There is no nonoverlapping basis 
matrix U. 

Proof: According to (1) and (2) an orthogonal W is 
required such that 

W C = (  ;) 
Using a QR-decomposition of C yields 

QTC= ( t )  (3) 

where R is an upper triangular matrix. In order 
to find an orthogonal W that fulfills ( Z ) ,  there 
must be an orthogonal transformation Q; such 
that 

Q L Q ~ C  = wc 
i.e. 

9 ; ( ; ) = ( T )  

Since C is a full rank matrix, there is no such 
orthogonal matrix Q$ and therefore no kxk ma- 
trix W. This implies overlapping blocks in the 
basis matrix U, since W must have the size kxn 
with n > k in order to fulfill (2). 
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Figure 1: Structure of a multiwavelet transform matrix 

3. MULTIWAVELET-LIKE T R A N S F O R M S  

The only way to get a matrix with nonoverlapping 
blocks is to determine multiwavelet-like bases. This 
method relies on the QR-decomposition of the matrix 
of vanishing moments C of size kxk, what leads to as 
many scaling functions as wavelets. The k/2 orthogo- 
nal rows of the lower half of QT of (3) fulfill at least 
p’ = k/2 approximation conditions. Therefore, they 
represent orthogonal wavelets of order p’. The upper 
k/2 orthogonal rows represent the corresponding k/2 
scaling functions, with increasing approximation order 

The QR-decomposition is executed on the kxk matrix 
C i ,  whose elements are shifted and scaled for numerical 
reasons: 

(p’ = O , 1 , .  . ., k/2 - 1). 

C i j  - P 1 1 
c!. = -, U = - (2N + 1) , p = - (2N - 1) 

U 2 2 S J  

The resulting matrix of stage 1 is decomposed in an 
upper half Wy of size ixk ,  whose rows correspond to 
the k/2 scaling functions, and a lower half Wf of the 
same size, whose rows are the k/2 wavelets. 

The matrices Wf and Wy appear in the matrix of 
the first stage U1, as it is discussed in the previous 
section. 
The discussed transform is only multiwavelet-like, as 
the different stages differ from each other. For each 
stage j a new matrix Ci  is computed. In order to im- 
prove the numerical properties, the result is multiplied 
with the matrices S1 and Sa [l, 21. 

After the QR-decomposition of Ci  the matrices Wy 
and Wj” are inserted into a matrix Us as shown in the 
previous section. The computational complexity of the 
multiwavelet-like transform reduces with each stage by 
the factor k=2. Therefore the matrix U j  of stage j 
contains the identity matrix and the matrix U; of size 
sxg. The whole transform matrix U is again the 
product of the matrices U,: U = U1U2.. .Ui. 
The multiwavelet-like transform leads automatically to 
orthogonal, symmetric and nonoverlapping bases of a p  
proximation order p’. Furthermore the bases are com- 
puted quite easily by linear matrix operations and not 
by solving a system of nonlinear equations. The struc- 
ture of U for p’=3 is shown in Fig.3. In Fig.2 the p’ 
scaling functions and the p‘ wavqlet functions are shown 
for p’=3 (ploted are the last 2p rows of U). 

Remark: Wu contains in its rows p’ scaling functions 
with the qth scaling function has q-1 vanishing 
moments. wL contains in its rows p’ wavelets 
with the qth wavelet has p’+q-1 vanishing mo- 
ments. 

2 x 2  (a,.;(H;: o o o x  :) 
It is also possible to perform a QR-decomposition 
with a reduced matrix C: of size 2p’xp’. Then the 
qth scaling function has again q-1 vanishing mo- 
ments, while all wavelets have p’ vanishing mo- 
ments, what leads also to a satisfying solution. 

/ x  x \  

To form an exact transform matrix you have to com- 

pute all matrices ( 7; ) , j = 1 . . .Z. Since the dif- 

ference in the coefiicieits. of these matrices converge 
very rapidly for increasing j ,  it is usually sufficient for 
practical applications to use only 2 or 3 different ma- w: 
trices ( wf ). 
A computation of multiwavelet-like bases with a re- 
duced matrix C: and only 2 different stages of trans- 
form(WY=W!j’, ~ j L = ~ ~ , f o r j = 2  ... Z)leadsto 
almost the same basisfunctions as in Fig.2 (the absolute 
error is smaller than In this simplified form the 
multiwavelet-like transform becomes more amenable to 
the filter bank implementation usually used for single- 
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and multiwavelet transforms. For practical applica- 
tions (e.g. unitary image transforms [4]) using these 
modified bases works as well as using the exact bases. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have taken an algebraic approach to 
different kinds of discrete wavelet transforms and have 
compared them in the algebraic domain. The multi- 
wavelet-like transform offers orthogonality and symme- 
try. It is easy to  compute by linear matrix operations. 
Also, it is as well suited for a parallel implementation 
(computation of the bases as well as the transform it- 
self) [4]. Suitable modifications were given with re- 
spect to practical applications. Finally, we want to 
note, that the algebraic design method can be extended 
to overlapping wavelet transforms using several scaling 
functions [8], and that the biorthogonal spline wavelet 
transforms are included in the algebraic design method. 
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Figure 2: The scaling functions and wavelets for p’ = 3 
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Figure 3: Structure of a multiwavelet-like transform 
matrix 
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